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t’s about time to comment on the cancelation of the Gennady Golvkin - Saul
Alvarez rematch, a bout that fell through when Alvarez, having failed two tests
for the banned substance clenbuterol, decided to make different plans for Cinco
De Mayo. Regrettably for Alvarez, he can pass hair follicle tests until he looks
like Bennie Briscoe, but the company line that his initial results came from eating tainted Mexican beef will probably be questioned for the rest of his career.

(left to right) Gerry Cooney’s frequent cancelations created a wall of cynism between him and the press. Vinnie Curto preferred the company of celebrities like Don Johnson over fighting Marvelous Marvin Hagler., he suspiciously walked away from his 1977 bout with Hagler. Thomas Heans vs. Marvelous
Marvin Hagler was supposed to take place in 1982, until Hearns canceled it with a “sprained his pinky.”

A suspicious cancelation has a way of altering our perception of a fighter. It’s
not on par with quitting in a fight, but it carries its own unique stench that can
take years to air out. Generally, it’s a poor public relations move.

H

eavyweight contender Gerry Cooney turned

cident didn’t hurt Hearns’ career, but he spent a few years

cancelations into an annual event. If it wasn’t

hearing murmurs about how he had been afraid of Hagler,

a shoulder or a knuckle that needed mend-

murmurs that didn’t stop until the two finally fought.

ing, it was a mysterious cut that occurred in

A hand injury was behind the canceling of another middle-

training. Injuries, freak accidents, contractual problems; his

weight showdown, one that surely would’ve made history.

reasons were myriad. Even if his excuses were genuine, the

In June of 1950, Rocky Graziano was scheduled to face Jake

perpetual cancelations created a wall of cynicism between

LaMotta at Yankee Stadium for the middleweight champi-

Cooney and the press, a wall that not even Cooney’s power-

onship, but a damaged hand caused Graziano to withdraw.

ful left hook could knock down.

Graziano’s popularity guaranteed he’d keep working in main

Vinnie Curto was a well-liked East Boston middleweight

events, but the fact that his career was already checkered with

with a world of promise ahead of him. However, whatever

suspensions caused ugly rumors to fly. Some suspected the

goodwill he’d created was demolished when he no-showed a

fight might’ve been fixed in the first place, while others stuck

1977 bout with Marvelous Marvin Hagler. A story came out

to the more damning belief that Graziano had been scared of

later that Curto had left the country because of a tricky finan-

LaMotta. That the match was never rescheduled gave Gra-

cial situation – he claimed to see “problems that I didn’t want

ziano’s critics even more leverage. Neither X-rays, nor a note

no part of,” and disappeared for three weeks – but it was

from his doctor, nor validation from LaMotta in his memoirs,

more fun to imagine he’d fled not from loan sharks but from

helped squash the gossip that Graziano had simply feared the

Hagler. His reputation smeared, Curto fought on and off for

Bronx Bull. For a fighter whose brand was based on tough-

another 19 years, most often in obscure locations against club

ness, there was no worse epithet.

level opponents. He did a bit of acting work, too. Hollywood
didn’t care if he’d run out on Hagler.

The announcement that heavyweight champion Jack
Dempsey would defend his title against leading contender

Fans have probably forgotten that Thomas Hearns was

Harry Wills created great interest in 1922. But when pro-

supposed to fight Hagler in Windsor, Ontario three years

moter Floyd Fitzsimmons couldn’t raise enough money to pay

before their famous 1985 bout. Hearns pulled out with a

Dempsey’s advance, the champion bowed out. Over time there

sprained pinky. Hagler grumbled something like, “I’d cut my

were reports that the bout would take place in Montreal, New

pinky off for the kind of money they’re paying us.” The in-

York, and other locations, but by 1926 it still hadn’t happened.

(clockwise from top left) Rocky Graziano and Jake LaMotta
pose with signed contracts to their 1950 bout, a fight that
Graziano canceled due to a “hand injury.” Harry Wills and Jack
Dempsey signed to fight each other, but ultimately racism and
fear would be its undoing. As John L.. Sullivan was walking into
the ring to face Charley Mitchell, he claimed he was “ill” and
walked out of the arena. Was he too hungover to fight?

The reason was that Wills was an African American, and city

formed the audience that he was too “sick” to fight. The

organizers feared a replay of the race riots that had accompa-

customers “heartily hissed,” and made “various other depre-

nied the Jack Johnson – Jim Jeffries fight of 1910.

catory remarks,” before they “slowly and sadly left the build-

Of course, Dempsey wasn’t directly responsible for the bout
never happening. He had fought black fighters in the past and he

ing.” Sullivan spent the next day hiding in his hotel room as
his reputation was being scorched on the Manhattan streets.

would’ve fought Wills, but as he said in a 1970 interview, “There

Contrite for one of the few times in his career, Sullivan

was no place you could put it on.” Still, his detractors have often

blamed his condition on his hectic schedule and vowed to re-

held the canceled fight against him. Long after his death, Dempsey

turn. He’d eventually fight Mitchell to a grueling three-hour

was still being accused of drawing the color line.

draw, the battle taking place in the French countryside under

John L. Sullivan was America’s most famous fighter dur-

a driving rain. Such epic bouts added to Sullivan’s legend, and

ing the 1880s. Along with many other controversies involving

the debacle in New York became an almost comical footnote.

him, Sullivan once canceled a bout only moments before it

Of course, Sullivan continued drinking for many more years,

was scheduled to start. As he weaved down the aisle of Madi-

but his vices were forgiven. He was viewed as a man of very

son Square Garden in 1884 to face England’s Charley Mitch-

human appetites, a man who was never anything less than

ell, it was clear to ticket buyers that “The Boston Strong Boy”

himself. This forthrightness was one of the keys to Sullivan’s

looked ill. Stories had circulated that he’d done more drinking

appeal, and helped him overcome the cancelation scandal in

than training, and as he stepped into the ring he appeared

quick time. Despite his many lapses, Sullivan could always

to be nursing the mother of all hangovers. A New York cor-

regain the trust of the public.

respondent reported that Sullivan’s features “were red and
distorted almost beyond recognition.” Meekly, Sullivan in-

The moral here is that trust is important. In the case of
Alvarez, whom do you trust? ★

